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SCTrac - Integrated Solutions for Manufacturing & Distribution Operations
Shipping functions can be completely integrated with inventory attributes 
and customer rules to provide end-to-end perfect order execution; from the 
point of receipt, through manufacturing processes, automated picking, all 
the way through the point of delivery.

Parcel Shipping, LTL/FTL & Transportation Management Solutions
Getting customer orders out the door quickly, accurately and at the lowest cost is the life-
blood of a corporation’s profitability. Our solutions enforce the validation of correct items, 
quantities and QC rules to minimize costly returns and improve customer satisfaction. 

One Stop Rate Shopping & Manifesting
We offer an integrated approach to rate shopping by providing access to the rates of hun-
dreds of parcel and LTL/FTL carriers from a single point. Our built-in automation process 
handles the rate logic, totes, all carrier data with load tendering — thereby reducing man-
ual effort and errors.

Customer Compliant Labels & Documents
An extensive set of rules for defining unique labeling and/or documentation requirements 
can be configured by customer, and/or at the item level. ASCTrac’s embedded automation 
enforces these administrator defined rules to ensure compliance of customer specified rules, 
documents, labels, ASN and EDI transactions, certifications, export documents and more.

Automated Alerts
User definable email templates can be created to send your customers notification of ship-
ments containing carrier tracking information, items shipped, back order information and 
more. Any field in the ASCTrac database can be placed in the contents of an email alert 
that is automatically sent when packages are manifested to keep your customers informed.

Scalable & Configurable
Our modular approach to software development allows the system to grow as your busi-
ness grows and reconfigure as your needs evolve. ASCTrac is flexible and adaptable.

Multiple Deployment Options
Your business is mission critical — ASCTrac can be deployed locally or hosted, your choice.
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